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Note: Figures to the right indicates full marks of question

Q: 1 Answer the following by selecting the correct answer from the given options: tl0l

1. Two linearly independent solutioruof + =+= I tupt.tents---*-PQR'

a. family of surfaces b. family of curves c. a point in space d. none of these

2. The solution of the Pfaffian differential equation Zydx * Zxdy - dz = 0 is*-*-:-
a. x2 +yz *322 = c b.Zxy - 22 = c c.Zxy-z=c d.2x3-322=c

3. Which of the following is not a solution of :* =#= #**'

. a.x3 -y3 = c b.2x3 -3zz = c c.2y3 -322 = c d. x-3y- c

4 Degreeof the PDE#n*(#)= *,'(X)' =0is-----

a. 5 b.2 c. 3 d.4

5. Let F'(u,v) = 0 where u=y-x= c1 and u=z*x= cz be general solution of p+q=1

then solution passing through curve r = 0,72 = z is

a.(y-x)z = z b.(y- x)2 =z-x c.(z- x)z =y-x d' noneof these

6. Partial differential equation far z = f (x * y) is--

a.z=x-! b.p=q a.p2*q=o d.p+q=g

d.x'p*yq=z
7. Which of the following is non-linear partial differential equation?

B. ln Charpit's method equation involving only p and q,then Charpit's equation is of the form
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9. For linear P.D.E. with constant co-efficient F(D,D') = f (x,y) the operatot D' =---""----

bh aC.;-
oq

10. ln second order P.D.E,of type z = f (u) + g(v) +w, u,v,w arefunctions of x&ythen s=---

d'zO.:--
oxdy

0vC,:-
dx
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t08l' Q:2 Do as Directed:

L sotution ot 4 = # = 5 is given by --------

2. Two systems of curves are said be orthogonal if each

curve of the other familY at angle

True or Faise: ln partialdifferentral equation fr is Oenoted by q'

True or False: Higher order P.D.E, for a function z = f (x,y) is given with relation

a(u,v) , ^0(u,u) - |lu,v)where u, V arcfunCtion of x, y, z.
P uuo+ q a(^il = &r,r) vt ! e'i - ' -

True or False:A complete integralof the P'D'E^ z =Px+ qy + p+ q is 'z= ax*b!'

True or False: 
'The system of equation s f (x'!'z'p'r7) = 0 and g(x'y'z'P'Q) = 0 are said

to be comPatible if if , gl = 0'

T.Thegeneralformofsecondorderpartialdifferentialequationis-----:-

8. The equation z = Px + qy + f (p,q) is said to be in *---*-- form'

Q:3 Answer in brief of the following questions. (Any Tenl t20l

dx dy dz
1. Solve: =-+=y<i:ii - xz(x*y) z(xz+Yz1

2. Determine whether Pfaffian differential equation azyzzzdx + bzxzzzdy + czxzyzdz = 0 is

integrable?

3. Solve: #=#=#
4. Eliminate a and b from axz + by' + zz = 1'

5. Obiain partial differential equation for a set of sphere having radius 't and centre on XY-

plane.

6. Fincl integral sur{ace olxz +! = c1' xz*y = cz Passesthroughtheline x=0'! =r'

7. Verify lhat z =. ,[f{+ a + wn is the complete integrat of , = j* j

8, Find Complete integral of the equation p + q = pq

9. Explain non-linear P.D.E' with suitable example'

L0.Solve: r = 02t

t-1". Solve; (+nz + 12DD' + 9D'2)z = o

12. Find P.l. of the equation (Dz + D')z = 2y - *''

curve of one familY cut each

3.

4.

5.
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Q:4 Attempt any Four of the following. [321

1.lf X is a vector such that X, curlX = 0and# is an arbitrary function of x,y,z then

fuX).curl(uX) = 0'

2. Find the orthogonal trajectories on the cone x2 + y? = 22tan2 x at its intersection with the

family of planes parallel to z = 0,

3. Find the general solution of the linear P.D.E. px(z * 2y') = (z - qy)(z - y2 - 2x3)"

4. Find the general integral of the linear P.D.E (2xy - t)p + (z - Zxz)q = 2(x- yz) and also

find the particular integral which passes through the line x = I,y = 0.

5. Show that the equations xp - yq = x,xzp * q = xz are compatible and find its solution.

6. Show that surface of the equation (x * a)'+ (y * b)2 + z2 = 1 is a complete integral of

non-linear partial differential equation z'(p'*q2+L)=1, Determine the general

solution by finding envelope of its particular solution.

7 . lt "*,.,'112,u3,-- * "- -- --ttn are solution of homogeneous linear partial differential equation

f;(D,D')z =, 0 then summation l?-,,icru, is also a solution of (D; D')z = a .

8. Find the general solution of (D2 * DD')z = cosx. cos?y
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